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SEARCH USABILITY: NOT EASY
TO RUN A TITLES-ONLY
SEARCH WITHIN WIKI PAGES
ONLY OR TASKS ONLY

Status
 Open

Priority
5 Nice to have

Task
Search usability: not easy to run a titles-only search within wiki pages only or tasks only

Add a timesheet

Add a timesheet for this task
Description

The global quicksearch bar in the top-right of this intranet lets you search for titles in wiki
pages, but it doesn't search tickets.
The advanced search (which is only accessible when launching a search from the quick bar),
on the other hand, does let you specify where you want to search (wiki pages, tracker items,
both, or something else) but does not let you restrict the search to titles, or description only, or
something else. For example, I wanted to see all the tasks dashboard wiki pages in order to
tag them "metabug", but these search results are useless because it searches the contents
rather than the titles, and everything under the sun mentions the "tasks" word ;)

Additionally, the filters on the right of that advanced search results page are not terribly useful,
especially with the amount of scrolling needed to get through them and be able to click the "Filter"
button. I wonder if this could be improved somewhat, but I'm not sure how.
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Also visible to
1- Visible to Anonymous (Public content)

Related
 4 Good thing: Search usability (auto-complete): Ensure good live search performance by
using a minimum amount of characters and a more relaxed search activation timeout delay to
avoiding hammering your servers assigned to developer
 5 Nice to have: Search usability: Quick-search field auto-complete results should be middle-
clickable to allow opening various results in tabs, and not need pressing `Enter` twice
assigned to josaphat.imani
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Comments

Jonny did custom code for one client
Marc Laporte 2024-02-27 21:29
item17311-Search-usability-Autocomplete-for-M-CRIN-etc-items

I would like title search on wiki pages and tasks but not
timesheets, expenses, etc.
Marc Laporte 2024-02-27 21:32
So this won't be trivial to make generic
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